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Background: Visceral hypersensitivity (VH) is one of the most common causes of irritable bowel 
syndrome (IBS). The anti-hyperalgesic effects of metabotropic glutamate receptor 8 (mGluR8) has been 
identified in the central nervous system (CNS). However, whether this receptor has a similar function in the 
gastrointestinal tract has not been well studied. The present study aimed to explore the role of this receptor 
in a visceral hypersensitivity-related IBS rat model.
Methods: Neonatal rats were separated from their mothers for 3 hours daily from postnatal day 2 to day 14 
to establish neonatal maternal separation (NMS) models. The mGluR8 agonist (S)-3,4-DCPG (10 mg/kg) 
and the mGluR8 antagonist (RS)-α- methylserine-O-phosphate (MSOP) (10 mg/kg) were used to examine 
the role of mGLuR8 in the NMS rats. The expression of mGluR8, related inflammatory factors, and 
inflammatory signal pathways were assessed in colon tissues. 
Results: Our data showed that mGluR8 expression was increased in the colonic mucosa of NMS rats 
compared to controls. In addition, selective activation of mGluR8 ameliorated visceral hypersensitivity, 
whereas antagonization of mGluR8 aggravated visceral hypersensitivity. Treatment with (S)-3,4-DCPG (10 
mg/kg) reduced the expression of myeloperoxidase (MPO) in intestinal mucosa of NMS rats. Furthermore, 
activating mGluR8 reduced the expression of tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), whereas antagonizing 
mGluR8 promoted that. The expressions of toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) and nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) did 
not significantly change upon activation or antagonization of mGluR8 receptor.
Conclusions: The activation of mGluR8 receptor ameliorates visceral hypersensitivity in NMS rats, and 
the underlying mechanisms may be associated with the inhibition of TNF-α and the suppression of colonic 
inflammatory response.
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Introduction

As one of the most common types of gastrointestinal 
diseases, irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is characterized by 
persistent or intermittent abdominal pain and discomfort 
as well as changes of bowl movements (1). In patients 
with IBS, lower volumes of rectal distention can cause 
pain and the activation of mast cells in colon mucosa (2).  
It was reported that the activated mast cells, which are 
closed to submucosal nerve fibers, have correlation with 
the frequency and severity of abdominal pain in IBS 
patients (3). Additionally, the dysfunction of gut-brain axis 
in IBS alters the reflective and perceptual nervous system 
reactions (4). The pathogenesis of IBS can be heterogenous 
and many factors such as visceral hypersensitivity (VH) 
and chronic inflammation can contribute to the disease  
development (5). Currently, VH is regarded as an essential 
feature and keystone of IBS, which is affected by various 
social and mental stress factors and also reflects the brain-
gut axis regulation abnormality of intestinal nociceptive 
processing (6). Patients with VH are more sensitive to 
luminal stimuli and therefore have enhanced perception of 
visceral discomfort (7,8). To date, many targets in the gut-
brain pathways and regional neuroimmune pathways have 
been identified for the treatment of VH such as histamine-1 
receptors, tachykinin ligands, and opioid receptors (9). A 
case of previous study demonstrated that neonatal maternal 
separation (NMS) could exaggerate neurochemical 
responses and visceral hyperalgesia to colonic distension 
(10). Additionally, NMS could contribute to the imbalance 
of neuroinflammation (11). As a well-established early-life 
stress model, NMS has been widely used in rats to establish 
animal models to recapitulate human VH (6,12). 

As an important excitatory neurotransmitter in the 

central nervous system (CNS), L-Glutamate can mediate 
the formation of visceral hypersensitivity after inflammation 
through activating the ionotropic glutamate receptors 
(iGluRs) (13). The metabotropic glutamate receptors 
(mGluRs) can be further characterized into 3 subtypes: 
group I (mGlu1and 5), group II (mGlu2 and 3), and group 
III (mGlu4, 6–8) (13). Among these 3 subgroups, relatively 
little was known about group III receptors until a case 
reported in a recent study showed that this type of receptors 
might induce antidepressant-like effects in rodents (14). 
(S)-3,4-dicarboxyphenylglycine (DCPG) is a selective 
orthosteric agonist for mGluR8 with a >100-fold sensitivity 
compared to other group III mGluRs (15). Currently, no 
specific antagonist for mGluR8 has been identified and 
(RS)-α-methylserine-O-phosphate (MSOP), a pan group 
III mGluR antagonist, has often been used in experiments 
to observe the effect of mGluR8 antagonization (16). It has 
been well known that glutamate plays an important role 
in nociceptive processing. Ionotropic and metabotropic 
glutamate receptors are expressed in different regions of 
organs that are involved in pain sensation and transmission. 
It was reported that mGlu receptors can be activated in the 
process of pain sensitization (17). Evidence has indicated 
that group III mGluRs have systemic antihyperalgesic 
effects (18). Previous research showed that both systemic 
and intra-PAG DCPG treatments were antinociceptive in 
inflammatory and neuropathic pain mouse models (15).  
Our previous experiments revealed that activating mGluR7 
ameliorated VH in NMS rats (6). Enteric nervous 
system could regulate the secretion and absorption of the  
intestine (19). In addition, evidence indicates that the 
mGluR8 protein is expressed in the enteric nervous system 
of many species such as rat, guinea pig, and human (20). 
Interestingly, it was evidenced that mGluR8 could relieve 
pain (21,22). However, few studies have investigated the 
role of mGluR8 on VH in MHS rats. 

Accumulating evidence indicates that intestinal 
inflammation has a close association with the pathogenesis 
of VH (23). Even though robust inflammation may be 
absent in patients with post-infectious IBS, the number of 
epithelial T lymphocytes and mast cells is often increased 
in their gastrointestinal (GI) tract (24), indicating a 
persistent inflammatory status which may contribute to the 
pathogenesis of colonic hypersensitivity. Many cytokines 
such as interleukin-1β (IL-1β), tumor necrosis factor-α 
(TNF-α), and interleukin-10 (IL-10) have been known to 
be associated with the development of IBS (6) and have 
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been well studied in IBS animal models along with signal 
pathways such as pregnane X receptor (PXR)/nuclear factor 
kappaB (NF-κB), toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) (25-27). 

To better understand the role of mGluR8 in VH, we 
constructed an NMS model and explored the therapeutic 
role of this receptor and possible molecular mechanisms. 
We present the following article in accordance with the 
ARRIVE reporting checklist (available at https://atm.
amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/atm-22-6452/rc).

Methods

Animals and neonatal maternal separation

A total of 14 15-day pregnant Sprague-Dawley rats were 
acquired from a qualified vendor (Nanjing, China). All 
rats were kept in verified specific room at 25 °C with a 
12-h day/night cycle and were given free access to water 
and food. Animal experiments were performed in the 
Hangzhou Hibio Technology Co., Ltd under a project 
license (No. HB2007020) granted by the Ethics Board of 
Hangzhou Hibio Technology Co., Ltd. (Hangzhou, China), 
in compliance with Hangzhou Hibio Technology Co., Ltd 
guidelines for the care and use of animals. A protocol was 
prepared before the study without registration.

Neonatal rats were grouped by 6 per dam on postnatal 
day 2 (P2) and were randomly assigned to 6 groups: control 
(NC) group, (S)-3,4-DCPG group (3 mg/kg), (S)-3,4-
DCPG group (10 mg/kg), MSOP group (3 mg/kg), MSOP 
group (10 mg/kg) (n=6/group), and NMS sham treatment 
group. To develop the NMS model, neonatal rats were 
separated from their cage and kept in fresh new cages in 
an adjacent room for 3 hours before being returned to 
their original cages afterwards on postnatal days (P)2–14. 
Neonatal rats in the NC group stayed in their original cages 
until weaned. The sex of the rats was identified on P22 and 
only data of male rates were collected for further analysis. 
Eventually, a total of 36 male rats weighting 250–300 g were 
included in this study.

Abdominal withdrawal reflex 

At week 8, colorectal distension (CRD)-associated VH was 
determined by the abdominal withdrawal reflex (AWR), 
which measures involuntary visceromotor reflexes. The 
experiment was carried out following a conventional 
protocol. Briefly, all rats were starved for 12 hours before 
receiving mild anesthetization with 2% isoflurane (in 

oxygen, 0.5 L/min) in a sealed cage. Next, a 6-cm-long 
flexible latex balloon was inserted in their distal colon and 
maintained for 15 minutes. Then, the CRD was introduced 
by fast inflating of the balloon with air to predefined 
pressures of 20, 40, 60, or 80 mmHg, respectively, and 
maintained for a 20 second period. Each measurement 
was repeated thrice at an interval of 5 minutes. The AWR 
results were defined as follows: 0 refers to no response at all 
pressure; 1 refers to gentle movement of head but showing 
no contraction of abdominal muscles; 2 refers to obvious 
abdominal muscle contraction; 3 refers to abdominal wall 
elevation; 4 refers to body arching and pelvic elevation (28).

Electromyography 

CRD-induced VH was also measured by electromyography 
(EMG) at week 8. Briefly, animals were anesthetized 
with 30–40 mg/kg 3% sodium pentobarbital through 
intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection. Next, EMG electrodes were 
placed at rats’ lower left abdominal and were connected 
subcutaneously and secured at the back of their neck (29). 
After 5 days, rats were starved for 12 hours and anesthetized 
with isoflurane before inserting the deflated latex balloon 
as mentioned previously. The EMG was measured via the 
implanted electrodes continuously using a BL-420F system 
(Chengdu-Techman Software, Chengdu, China). Different 
pressures including 20, 40, 60, and 80 mmHg were applied 
to the balloon inflation to record the EMG signal. All 
experiments were repeated 3 times. Next, the area under 
the curve (AUC) of each EMG data was plotted and the 
results were calculated following the formula ΔAUC (AUC 
during CRD- baseline AUC) to determine the strength of 
visceromotor reflex (6).

Administration of mGluR8 agonists and antagonists

The selective mGluR8 agonist (S)-3,4-DCPG (cat. no. 
1302; Tocris Bioscience, Bristol, UK) and antagonists 
MSOP (cat. no. 0803; Tocris Bioscience) were dispersed 
in a suspension of 0.5% methylcellulose (Sigma-Aldrich, 
Stenheim, Germany). The NMS animal models were 
randomly assigned to 5 different groups, with 4 groups 
being dosed intraperitoneally with (S)-3,4-DCPG (3 mg/kg), 
MSOP (3 mg/kg), (S)-3,4-DCPG (10 mg/kg), or MSOP  
(10 mg/kg) 1 hour before AWR and EMG experiments. Vehicle 
control of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with the same 
volume was given to rats in the NMS sham experiment 

https://atm.amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/atm-22-6452/rc
https://atm.amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/atm-22-6452/rc
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group (8,30).

Tissue preparation

At the end of the experiment, all animals were sacrificed 
after receiving anaesthetization with 3% pentobarbital 
sodium (30 mg/kg i.p.) and their distal colons were collected 
and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen before storing at −70 ℃.  
Next, the colon samples were taken to Jinhua Central 
Hospital for further analysis.

Real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction

The total  RNA was extracted using the TRIzol ® 
reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) following 
product instruction and the PrimeScript™ RT reagent 
kit (Takara Bio, Shiga, Japan) was used to reverse 
transcribe the RNA into complementary DNA (cDNA). 
The quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction 
(qRT-PCR) was conducted with cDNA using an ABI 
7500 Sequence with SYBR Green (Takara Bio, Inc.). 
The sequences of the primers (TSINGKE Biological 
Technology, Beijing, China) were as follows: mGluR8: 
5'-ACCAAACATCAACCGCACA-3' (F), 5'- CTAAGTT 
CCCGCCCAGAAG -3' (R); TNF-α: 5'-GTCGTAGC 
AAACCACCAAGTG-3' (F), 5'-CTCCCTCCTGGCT 
GGTCCCTTGGTG-3' (R); IL-1β: 5'-GACTTCACCAT 
GGAACCCGT-3' (F); 5'-CAGGGAGGGAAACACACG 
T T- 3 '  ( R ) ;  I L - 6 : 5 ' - C T G G T C T T C T G G A G T T 
CCGTT-3' (F); 5'-GCATTGGAAGTTGGGGTAGGA-3' 
(R); GAPDH: 5'-AGATCCACAACGGATACATT-3' 
(F) ,  5 '-  TCCCTCAAGATTGTCAGCAA -3'  (R). 
Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) was 
used as the house keeping gene and the data were calculated 
using the 2−△△CT method. The expression levels of target 
genes were normalized to GAPDH.

Western blotting (WB)

The WB was conducted following a conventional 
protocol. Briefly, the total protein was separated by 10% 
sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
(SDS-PAGE) gel before transferring onto nitrocellulose 
membrane (Whatman, Kent, UK). Next, the membrane 
was blocked with 5% non-fat milk at room temperature for  
1 hour and rinsed before incubating with primary antibodies 

overnight at cold room (rabbit anti-mGluR8 1:500, cat. 
no. A06589; Boster Biological Technology, Wuhan, China; 
rabbit anti-NF-kB P65 1:1,000, cat. no. 8242; Cell Signaling 
Technology (CST), Danvers, MA, USA; rabbit anti-TLR4 
1:500, cat. no. 19811-1-AP; Proteintech Group, Rosemont, 
IL, USA). Next, the membrane was rinsed with tris-buffered 
saline (TBS) for  three times and stained with a second 
antibody which was conjugated to horseradish peroxidase 
(HRP; cat. no. KGAA35; Jiangsu KeyGEN BioTECH, 
Jiangsu, China) for 2 hours at room temperature. After 
rinsing, the images were acquired using a G: BOX chemiXR5 
system (Syngene, Bangalore, India) and measured based on 
their grey value that normalized to GAPDH.

Immunohistochemistry

Slides were deparaffinized in xylene and rehydrated 
with PBS containing 1.5% H2O2 for 30 minutes. The 
slides were then stained with primary antibodies (rabbit 
anti-mGluR8 1:50, cat. no. A06589; Boster Biological 
Technology, China; rabbit anti-myeloperoxidase (MPO) 
1:1,000, cat. no. ab208670; Abcam plc, UK; rabbit anti-
CD3 1:100, cat. no. ab5690; Abcam plc, UK; rabbit 
anti-CD68 1:200, cat. no. ab125212; Abcam plc, UK). 
After thorough rinsing, the secondary antibody (goat 
anti-rabbit) was applied to the slide and incubated for 1 
hour at room temperature. After staining with the HRP-
labelled rabbit IgG fraction and 3,3-diaminobenzidine 
(DAB), the slide was counterstained with hematoxylin and 
eosin (H&E) and visualized with a microscope (Olympus, 
Tokyo, Japan). The FluoView software (FV1000, Olympus 
Corp.) was then used to obtain the image. To determine 
the expression level of target protein, 10 fields across 
each section were randomly chosen and examined at 400× 
magnification. The average optical density (AOD) of 
positive cells was measured by ImageJ (National Institutes 
of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA).

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS 19.0 
software (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). All results were 
shown as mean ± standard deviation (SD) and compared by 
student’s t-test or a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
as appropriate. Statistical significance was considered when 
the P value was less than 0.05.
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Results

Establishment of VH rat model

The level of VH was measured by the AWR score and 
EMG response. The data showed that the rat model was 
successfully established and presented with increased VH 
compared to NC rats, both in AWR score (Figure 1A,  
P<0.05 in 40 mmHg, P<0.01 in 60 mmHg and in 80 mmHg) 
and EMG response (Figure 1B, P<0.001 in 20 mmHg,  
60 mmHg, and 80 mmHg, P<0.05 in 40 mmHg). The VH 
rat model was successfully induced and then used to detect 
the effect of mGluR8 on VH. 

The expression of mGluR8 was enhanced in colons of  
NMS rats

We discovered that most mGluR8 expression was in 
the lamina propria of the mucosa layer (Figure 2A). To 
determine whether NMS was related to mGluR8, we 
examined the expression of mGluR8 in colon tissues. Our 
data showed that compared to the controls, the expression 
of mGluR8 was elevated in NMS rats (Figure 2B, P<0.05). 
The mRNA and protein expression of mGluR8 was 
also elevated in the NMS rats compared to the controls  
(Figure 2C, P<0.05 and Figure 2D,2E, P<0.01). These data 
indicated that the VH in NMS rats might be related with 

mGluR8 overexpression.

(S)-3,4-DCPG ameliorated whereas MSOP partially 
aggravated CRD-induced VH 

To determine the role of mGluR8 on VH, different doses 
of (S)-3,4-DCPG or MSOP were injected to NMS rats 
intraperitoneally. First, WB was used to confirm the 
specificity of these 2 molecules to mGluR8. The protein  
expression of mGluR8 in (S)-3,4-DCPG groups was higher 
than in NMS rats, significantly in the dose of 10 mg/kg 
(Figure 3A,3B, P<0.01). Furthermore, we found that the 
protein expression of mGluR8 in MSOP groups were lower 
than that in NMS rats, significantly in the dose of 10 mg/
kg (Figure 3A,3B, P<0.05). The agonism of (S)-3,4-DCPG 
and the antagonism of MSOP were significant. Then, the 
effect of mGluR8 was tested by AWR score and EMG 
response to CRD pressure. The experimental design of 
using (S)-3,4-DCPG and typical change of EMG responses 
to CRD is shown in Figure 3C. A dose of 10 mg/kg  
of (S)-3,4-DCPG remarkably decreased the AWR score 
compared to that of NMS rats (Figure 3D), significantly in 
the dose of 3 mg/kg at 40 and 60 mmHg, and at the dose of 
10 mg/kg at 40, 60, and 80 mmHg. Similarly (S)-3,4-DCPG 
attenuated the EMG response compared to NMS rats 
(Figure 3E), significantly in the dose of 3 mg/kg at 20 and 

Figure 1 Establishment of VH rat model. (A) The AWR scores of the NC group and the NMS group, with different CRD pressure 
respectively. (B) EMG signal recordings of the NC and NMS groups, with CRD of 20, 40, 60 and 80 mmHg. EMG data of Y-axis was used 
of ΔAUC formula. The results were compared with the Student’s t-test and presented as the means ± SD. Six rats were included in each 
group. *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001. AWR, abdominal withdrawal reflex; NC, normal control; NMS, neonatal maternal separation; VH, 
visceral hypersensitivity; CRD, colorectal distension; EMG, electromyography; AUC, area under the curve; SD, standard deviation.
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60 mmHg and at the dose of 10 mg/kg with all pressures. 
The experimental design of using MSOP and typical 

change of EMG responses to CRD is shown in Figure 4A.  
MSOP at the doses of 3 or 10 mg/kg showed no significant 
effect measured by the AWR score (Figure 4B). In 
contrast, MSOP aggravated the EMG response compared 
with NMS rats (Figure 4C), significantly in the dose of  
10 mg/kg at 40 and 60 mmHg (P<0.01). 

Therefore, inhibition or activation of mGluR8 expression 
regulated VH in NMS rats following a dose-dependent manner.

(S)-3,4-DCPG (10 mg/kg) reduced MPO expression in 
intestinal mucosa of NMS rats

Altering the intestinal microbiota can trigger the intestinal 

mucosal immune system and lead to persistent mild 
local inflammation which eventually results in IBS (31). 
Furthermore, the number of mucosal immune cells is often 
increased in IBS (32). As a surrogate parameter, colonic 
MPO is often evaluated to determine the severity of local 
inflammation (33). We found that the MPO expression in 
NMS rats was increased compared to that of NC rats and 
most expressions were identified in the laminae propria 
mucosae (Figure 5A). The structure of the mucosa was 
basically normal, which was consistent with the IBS model 
of subclinical or nonspecific low-grade inflammation in the 
intestinal mucosa. The (S)-3,4-DCPG (10 mg/kg) group 
exhibited markedly decreased MPO level compared to that 
of the NMS group (Figure 5A,5B, P<0.05). Meanwhile 3 or 
10 mg/kg MSOP treatment had no significant change on 

Figure 2 mGluR8 expressed in colons of rats. (A) Immunohistochemistry for mGluR8 in NC and NMS group, staining in the lamina 
propria of the mucosa layer (black arrowheads) (magnification, ×400), n=3–5. (B) mGluR8 expression levels in figure 2A was determined by 
AOD. (C) mRNA expression of mGluR8 in NC and NMS group, n=6. (D) Protein expression of mGluR8 in NC and NMS group, n=3–5. (E) 
mGluR8 expression levels was determined by grey values. Data was compared with the Student’s t-test and presented as mean ± SD, *P<0.05; 
**P<0.01. NC, normal control; NMS, neonatal maternal separation; AOD, average optical density; mRNA, messenger RNA; SD, standard 
deviation.
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Figure 3 Assessment of the association between (S)-3,4-DCPG and VH in NMS rats. (A) mGluR8 expression among the groups after 
receiving (S)-3,4-DCPG or MSOP treatment. (B) mGluR8 expression level in Figure 3A was determined by grey values. *P<0.05; **P<0.01. 
(C) The experimental design of using (S)-3,4-DCPG and typical change of EMG responses to 40 mmHg CRD after using (S)-3,4-DCPG  
(10 mg/kg). (D) The AWR scores of the NMS, (S)-3,4-DCPG (3 mg/kg) and (S)-3,4-DCPG (10 mg/kg) group, with CRD of 20, 40, 60, 
and 80 mmHg. (E) EMG signal recordings of the NMS, (S)-3,4-DCPG (3 mg/kg) and (S)-3,4-DCPG (10 mg/kg) groups, with CRD of 20, 
40, 60 and 80 mmHg. EMG data of Y-axis was used of ΔAUC formula. The results were compared by the one-way analysis and expressed 
as the means ± SD. Each group contains 6 rats. *P<0.05; ***P<0.001, represents statistical results of (S)-3,4-DCPG with 3 mg/kg; #P<0.05; 
##P<0.01; ###P<0.001, represents statistical results with 10 mg/kg. EMG, electromyography; NMS, neonatal maternal separation; CRD, 
colorectal distension; AUC, area under the curve; SD, standard deviation; VH, visceral hypersensitivity; DCPG, dicarboxyphenylglycine; 
MSOP, (RS)-α-methylserine-O-phosphate; AWR, abdominal withdrawal reflex.
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the rat’s colon. The CD3 expression in the (S)-3,4-DCPG 
and the MSOP groups did not differ from that in the NMS 
group (Figure 5A,5B). Additionally, CD68 expression in 
the intestinal mucosa was rare in all groups, and statistical 
analysis was difficult. Following the results of (S)-3,4-DCPG 
(10 mg/kg) alleviating the low-grade inflammation, we next 
explored the related inflammatory signaling pathway.

(S)-3,4-DCPG decreased TNF-α expression in NMS rats, 
MSOP increased the expression of TNF-α in NMS rats

We found that (S)-3,4-DCPG (10 mg/kg) treatment reduced 
the expression of MPO in intestinal mucosa of NMS rats. 
We further measured the levels of some IBS-associated 
inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-6 by 

RT-qPCR and discovered that the (S)-3,4-DCPG (3 mg/kg)  
treatment decreased TNF-α expression compared to controls 
(Figure 6A, P<0.05) whereas the MSOP (3 mg/kg) treatment 
increased TNF-α expression (Figure 6A, P<0.05). The IL-1β 
and IL-6 levels did not significantly change upon treatments 
(Figure 6A). The TLR4 /NF-κB signaling pathway has 
been testified to be a critical regulator in inflammatory 
responses in many diseases (34,35). Therefore, we examined 
the activation of the TLR4/NF-κB signaling pathway in 
the present study by WB. We did not observe statistically 
significant changes of TLR4 expression (Figure 6B,6C)  
and the expression of NF-κB seemed increased in the (S)-
3,4-DCPG group and decreased in the MSOP group 
compared to the NMS group. However, both the results 
were not statistically significant. 

Figure 4 Examination of the association between MSOP and VH in NMS rats. (A) The experimental design of using MSOP and typical 
change of EMG responses to 40 mmHg CRD after using MSOP (10 mg/kg). (B) The AWR scores of the NMS, MSOP (3 mg/kg) and 
MSOP (10 mg/kg) group, with CRD of 20, 40, 60, and 80 mmHg. (C) EMG signal recordings of the NMS, MSOP (3 mg/kg) and MSOP 
(10 mg/kg) groups, with CRD of 20, 40, 60 and 80 mmHg. EMG data of Y-axis was used of ΔAUC formula. The results were compared by 
the one-way analysis and expressed as the mean ± SD. Each group had 6 rats. ##Represented statistical results of MSOP (10 mg/kg), P<0.01. 
VH, visceral hypersensitivity; AWR, abdominal withdrawal reflex; EMG, electromyography; NMS, neonatal maternal separation; CRD, 
colorectal distension; SD, standard deviation; MSOP, (RS)-α-methylserine-O-phosphate.
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Discussion

In this study, we established a VH rat model by NMS 
and discovered that the expression level of mGluR8 was 
increased in the colons. Activation of mGluR8 could 
ameliorate CRD-induced VH and in contrast, inhibition 
of mGluR8 could partially aggravate VH (only in EMG 
response). Additionally, activation of mGluR8 reduced 
MPO expression in the colons and attenuated VH by 
inhibiting the secretion of TNF-α; in contrast, antagonizing 
mGluR8 partially aggravated VH through the promotion of 
TNF-α.

As a group of critical modulators for excitatory functions, 
metabotropic glutamate receptors are commonly distributed 

through the CNS. Metabotropic glutamates (mGlus) 
regulate glutamatergic and GABAergic neurotransmission 
through G protein coupling to the second messenger 
pathway (36). Outside of the CNS, recent study showed 
that group III mGlu receptors are also located in human 
stomach and colon which provide a novel therapeutic target 
for many diseases such as gastrointestinal dysfunction (37).  
Tong and Kirchgessner reported that mGlu7/mGlu8 
expression was strong in rat gastrointestinal (GI) tract and 
mGlu8 receptor agonist could trigger longitudinal muscle 
contraction in the colon of guinea pigs (20). However, the 
role of mGluR8 in VH in the colon has not been studied. 

Our study showed that the expression of mGluR8 was 
increased in NMS rats in both RNA and protein levels. 

Figure 5 Examination of MPO, CD3 and CD68 in NMS rats. (A) Immunohistochemistry for the expression of MPO, CD3, and CD68 in 
the groups (magnification, ×400). (B) MPO and CD3 expression levels were determined by AOD. The results were compared by the one-
way ANOVA and expressed as the mean ± SD. Each group had 3-5 rats. *P<0.05. NC, normal control; NMS, neonatal maternal separation; 
AOD, average optical density; SD, standard deviation; ANOVA, analysis of variance; MPO, myeloperoxidase.
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NMS simulated early IBS, and the VH model was created. 
Therefore, mGluR8 may participate in the VH of IBS.

A case of previous study has shown that mGluR8 
knockout mice often present with anxiogenic-like 
phenotype or without presentation of anxiety-associated 
behaviors (15). These conflicting results may be because 
the ages of animals used in these studies were different. 

Other studies have demonstrated that MGluR8 knockout 
mice show increased anxiety until age of 6 months (38,39). 
In addition, MGluR8 stimulation resulted in ameliorated 
anxiety in wild-type mice (40) and a further study showed 
that mGluR8 activation can not only decrease anxiety, but 
also reduce voluntary ethanol intake as well as associated 
acquisition of conditioned place preference (CPP) (41). In 

Figure 6 Associations between (S)-3,4-DCPG and MSOP treatments and expression levels of inflammatory cytokines and inflammatory 
signaling pathway (TLR4, NF-κB). (A) TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-6 mRNA expression in colon samples among the groups (n=6). (B) TLR4 and 
NF-κB expression in the colon samples among the groups (n=3–5). (C) Expression levels of TLR4 and NF-κB in Figure B that was measured 
by grey values. Results were compared by the one-way ANOVA and presented as the mean ± SD, *P<0.05. mRNA, messenger RNA; 
ANOVA, analysis of variance; SD, standard deviation; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor-α; TLR4, toll-like receptor 4; NF-κB, nuclear factor-
κB; IL, interleukin; NMS, neonatal maternal separation; DCPG, dicarboxyphenylglycine; MSOP, (RS)-α-methylserine-O-phosphate.
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addition, previous studies have revealed that mGluR8 has 
anti-hyperalgesic effects mainly in CNS regions, such as 
the amygdala, periaqueductal gray (PAG), dorsal striatum, 
and nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) (16,17); however, it 
also affects cutaneous nociceptors and the spine (10,13,33). 
MGluR8 has been known to be able to regulate TRPA1 
activity on cutaneous nociceptors. Interestingly, DCPG was 
shown to relieve mechanical allodynia as well as thermal 
hyperalgesia 3 days after the induction of neuropathic pain 
but became ineffective 7 days later (16,20). We infer that 
mGluR8, which has anti-hyperalgesic and anti-anxiety 
effects, may also reduce VH in subjects with anxiety-
related IBS. Our data showed that mGluR8 activation 
relieved CRD-induced VH, and antagonizing mGluR8 
had the opposite effect. The effect of MSOP on visceral 
hypersensitivity is not so obvious as that of (s)-3,4-DCPG, 
because MSOP is not a selective antagonist of mGluR8. 
Anti-VH of mGluR8 is similar to that of mGluR7 (6). 
This is also consistent with the above study that agonists of 
mGluR8 have anti-hyperalgesic effects (16,20,42). To the 
best of our knowledge, this was the first study to identify 
and explore the anti-hyperalgesia effect of mGluR8 in the 
intestine with VH models.

A recent study suggests that persistent mild inflammation 
can result in VH under the circumstances of IBS. Compared 
to healthy individuals, IBS patients have increased risk for 
mucosal hyperplasia and often present with inflammatory 
cell infiltration and aggregation, indicating the occurrence 
persistent mild inflammation (43). In our study, we 
found that NMS rats were associated with increased 
level of MPO which was decreased after receiving (S)-
3,4-DCPG. Furthermore, it has been well studied that 
imbalance of Th1/Th2 is characterized in IBS patients 
with diarrhea (D-IBS). Th1 cells mediate the expressions 
of cytokines such as IL-1β and TNF-α, which all promote 
the inflammatory response, whereas Th2 mediated 
the expressions of anti-inflammatory cytokines such as  
IL-10 (44). It has been shown that Th1 cells can activate 
immune cells and promote the release of pro-inflammatory 
cytokines which affects intestinal neurons and smooth 
muscle cells,  thereby increasing the sensitivity of 
chemoreceptors and mechanoreceptors of the intestinal 
mucosa (45). Accumulating evidence suggests that TNF-α 
and IL-6 play important roles in IBS (46-49).

Elevated secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines has 
been known to participate in the pathogenesis of VH in 
neonatal colonic irritation model (50). Another study 
showed that Bifco can elevate the level of short-chain 

fatty acids (SCFAs) and decrease secretion of IL-6 and  
TNF-α (26). In the present study, decreased TNF-α 
mRNA expression and MPO activity were found in the 
intestinal mucosa of rats treated with (S)-3,4-DCPG. 
This study showed that activating mGluR8 decreased 
the TNF-α expression in the colon and ameliorated 
inflammation, and that the effect of mGluR8 inhibition 
is opposite, supporting the conclusion from the opposite 
side. These results further confirm the findings of the 
previous studies.

It has been known that NF-κB-dependent inflammatory 
mediators such as IL-6 play important roles in the 
establishment of a NMS model of IBS (51). In addition, 
elevated secretion of cytokines such as IL-1β and TNF-α 
could result in VH through activating the TLR4/MD88/
NF-κB signaling pathway in the spinal cord (50). However, 
in our study, the TLR4 and NF-κB protein expression did 
not statistically change and it is worthwhile to try other 
inflammatory signaling pathways such as ERK, JAK-STAT. 
These findings indicate that activating mGluR8 may inhibit 
the expression of TNF-α to relieve inflammation which 
result in further alleviation of VH.

MGluR8 is an important excitatory modulator related 
to several pathological diseases of the nervous system, and 
subjects with IBS exhibit abnormalities of the brain-gut axis. 
However, we did not further explore mGluR8 expression 
in CNS and conduction system (spinal cord) in this VH 
rat model and did not investigate the role and mechanism 
of glutamate transporters that participate in glutamate 
excitation transmission in the central and peripheral nervous 
systems. These are some limitations of this study.

Conclusions

In summary, we demonstrated that mGluR8 may participate 
in the pathogenesis of VH in IBS through inhibiting the 
production of TNF-α.
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